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6 Good Reasons to Visit the Perth City Once in your Lifetime
However, there are thousands of reasons to love the city but below are mentioned some good reasons to visit the capital city of
Western Australia and have a rocking holidaying experience.

Guys! Are you planning a much-needed vacation this coming holiday season? If yes, then check out the Perth city and you will
discover why thousands of tourists flock to the city every holiday season.
Situated in a lovely spot of waters of the Indian Ocean, Perth, one of the least populated cities across Australia serves many
tourists with its beautiful sandy beaches, islands, riverside parks and gardens, as well as historic seaside towns that have
flourished tourism as a result.
However, there are thousands of reasons to love the city but below are mentioned some good reasons to visit the capital city of
Western Australia and have a rocking holidaying experience.
Beautiful beaches
Perth has some of the most breathtaking beaches across the World, all with crystal clear blue waters and fine grade sands. To
name a few: the Turquoise Bay, Cable Beach, Esperance, City Beach, Cottesloe, Green’s pool, Scarborough and the Eighty Mile
Beach are just some of the famous beaches found in the city. The city is also home to Rottnest Island which is one of the most
iconic shores across the globe.
Tourists and family attractions
There are many family oriented attractions in the city like the Maze, which is a gigantic series of mazes that is the ideal place to
hang out for having a fun-filled as well as perfect for family bonding. The other tourists’destinations like the zoo, iconic structures,
and heritage buildings, as well as aquariums, can also be found around the vicinity of the city making your experience truly a
family oriented one. Moreover, some of the accommodations in Perth are located nearby the famous tourists’ destinations, making
convenient for the people to explore the city.
Water sports and recreations
If you are a water sports junky then you will find the city heaven, you can go sailing, swimming, surfing, windsurfing, kite-surfing,

scuba diving, and fishing until you satisfy your heart’s desires.
Weather
Generally, the weather is under the Mediterranean classification, it is basking with more sun hours than any other area in
Australia but is the third windiest place in the world next to Chicago and Auckland.
Accommodations
There are a variety of accommodations in Perth available like local hotels, star hotels, motels, hostels, lodge inns, and short stay
apartments in Perth. But generally most tourists opt for The Old Swan Barracks hostel since it provides bigger living space and full
splendid facilities, all at considerably at an affordable price.
Culture
The Australians are easy to get along with, they often smile and greet everyone and are pleasant to anyone regardless of your
race. It is very unlikely that you will feel offended or pissed by an Australian.
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